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Two countable well orderings are weakly comparable if there is an order 
preserving injection of one into the other. We say the well orderings are strongly 
comparable if the injection is an isomorphism between one ordering and an initial 
segment of the other. In [5], Friedman announced that the statement “any two 
countable well orderings are strongly comparable” is equivalent to ATR,,. 
Simpson provides a detailed proof of this result in Chapter 5 of [13]. More 
recently, Friedman has proved that the statement “any two countable well 
orderings are weakly comparable” is equivalent to ATR,,. The main goal of this 
paper is to give a detailed exposition of this result. 
1. Reverse mathematics 
This paper analyzes the provability of certain statements within weak sub- 
systems of second order arithmetic. The framework of axioms used here consists 
primarily of the subsystems RC&, AC&, and AT&. The weakest of these 
systems is RCAo. The axioms of RCA,, consist of the basic ordered semiring 
axioms and the induction scheme for g formulas commonly used in the study of 
first order arithmetic. Also included are the induction axiom, 
and the recursive comprehension scheme, 
Vn (#(n) * V(n))+ 3X Vn (n E X t-, #(n)), 
where $J is a g formula, q is @, and X occurs in neither $J nor W. Lower case 
variables are intended to range over N, the natural numbers, while upper case 
variables are intended to range over subsets of N. 
The language of second-order arithmetic is surprisingly expressive. Many 
theorems of non-set-theoretic mathematics, including geometry, calculus, 
differential equations, countable algebra, and functional analysis, can be encoded 
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in this language. Furthermore, many theorems are provably equivalent over 
RCA0 to one of several axioms proposed by Friedman [5]. Such an equivalence 
proof includes both a proof of the theorem from the axiom, and a proof of the 
axiom from RCA,, together with the theorem. This second proof is generally 
called a reversal, and the entire process is referred to as ‘reverse mathematics’. 
Theorems from diverse branches of mathematics have been analyzed in this 
fashion. (See [l] through [14].) 
Reverse mathematics requires axiom systems stronger than RC&. AC& is an 
axiom system which adds to the axioms of RCA, the scheme 
3x Vn (n E x * $(n)) 
where $ is an arithmetical formula in which X does not occur. The following 
theorem of reverse mathematics, announced in [5], gives a statement equivalent 
to ACA,,. 
Theorem 1.1 (RC&). The following are equivalent: 
(i) ACA,,. 
(ii) Let f : N - N be an injection. Then the range off exists. 
In the preceding theorem, reference is made to an injection. References to 
such sets of pairs of integers is allowable through the use of coding. For example, 
pairs of integers may be coded by single integers by using the function 
(a, b) = (u + b)2 + a. 
Building on this coding, it is possible to encode finite sequences. The notation Seq 
is used to denote the set of (codes for) finite sequences of integers. A subset of 
Seq closed under subsequences can be treated as a code for a tree. A function, f, 
such that each sequence a, = (f(i): i s k) is contained in the tree T, codes an 
infinite path through T. Countable relations may be viewed as sets of pairs. We 
will use the following special notation. 
Definition 1.2 (RCA,,). Let Y be a set of pairs. We will write x cyy if (x, y) E Y. 
Y is a linear ordering, denoted LO(Y), if 
(1) x +y+ (x +x A y +y), 
(2) (X%Y A y Gy z)-+ (x Gy z), 
(3) (X%Y A y syx)+x =y, and 
(4) (xs’yx Ay+y)-,(x+yy vy+x). 
The field of Y is the set {y E N : (y, y) E Y}. Y is a well ordering, denoted 
WO(Y), if LO(Y) and for any f : N+ field(Y), there is an n E N such that 
f(n) sy f (n + 1). That is, WO(Y) if Y contains no infinite descending sequences. 
Although RCA, can prove some theorems about countable well orderings, we 
will eventually need the stronger subsystem ATR,,. This subsystem consists of 
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ACA,, together with all instances of 
vx (WO(X) + 3 Y H,(X, Y)) 
where 8 is arithmetical. The formula &(X, Y) says that LO(X) and 
Y = {(n, j) :j E field(X) A f3(n, Yj)} 
where 
Intuitively, E&(X, Y) says that Y is the result of iterating the arithmetical formula 
along the ordering X. The subsystem AT& is equivalent to some more natural 
statements, as demonstrated by the following theorem of Simpson [13]. 
Theorem 1.3 (RCA,J. The following are equivalent: 
(i) ATR,. 
(ii) (2: separation principle) For any E: formulas Go(n) and &(n) in which Z 
does not occur freely, we have 
An (@1(n) A #o(n))+ 3Z Vn (A(n)+ n E Z A &l(n)-+ n $ Z). 
2. Comparability of well orderings 
In this section, we define notions of weak and strong comparability of well 
orderings. The section concludes with the statement of the main theorem and an 
initial installment of its proof. 
Definition 2.1 (RC&). If LO(X) and LO(Y), then X is strongfy less than or 
equal to Y, denoted X + Y if there is an order preserving map of X onto an initial 
segment of Y. If the initial segment is Y itself, we also write X = Y. 
Definition 2.2 (RCAJ. If LO(X) and LO(Y), then X is weakly less than or equal 
to Y, denoted Xc, Y, if there is an order preserving map from X into Y. If 
X+_,Yand Ys, X, we write X=, Y. 
A few properties of 6, and +, are provable in RCAo. For example, the fact 
that X cs Y implies X cw Y is clearly provable in RC&. Simple transitivity, that 
is, Xc, Y and Ys,., Z implies Xc, Z, is provable in RCAo, as is its strong 
comparability analogue. The next two lemmas provide examples which are 
similar, but less obvious. 
Lemma 2.3 (RC&). Zf WO(Y) and Z is a proper initial segment of Y, then 
Y&Z. 
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Proof. Suppose Y and 2 are as in the hypothesis. Since Z is a proper initial 
segment, we may choose y E Y such that Vz E Z y &. z. Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that Y cw Z. Let f be an order preserving injection of Y into 
Z. Using recursive comprehension, define a sequence ( zi : i E N ) by z. = f(y) 
and z. r+l =f(zi). By the choice of y, z. cyy. Since f is order preserving, z1 = 
f(z0) <yf(Y) = zo- By the induction axiom, for all i E N, z~+~ cy Zi. But then 
(zi: i E N) is an infinite descending sequence, contradicting WO(Y). Thus, 
r+,z. 0 
Lemma 2.4 (RC&). Zf WO(X) and TWO(Y), then Y pw X. 
Proof. Suppose lWO(Y) and Y cw X. Let (yi: i E N) be an infinite descending 
sequence in Y. Let f be an order preserving injection of Y into X. Then 
(f(yi) : i E N) is an infinite descending sequence in X. Cl 
Even the most elementary proofs concerning well orderings often require some 
arithmetic operations. The following definition formalizes in RCA0 the notion of 
adding orderings. 
Definition 2.5 (RCAJ. Let (Xi : i E N) be a sequence of orderings. The notation 
CieN Xi denotes an ordering with field {(x, i) : i E N A x E Xi}, ordered by the 
relation SC x Here, (x, i) SC x (y, j) if i <j or if i =j and x G~, y. Finite sums 
are defined similarly and may be denoted by X0 + Xi + * . . + X, or Ci~k Xi. The 
notation X + 1 denotes the sum of X and the well ordering with exactly one 
element. 
Because comparability of well orderings is not provable in weak subsystems, 
the appropriate notion for X cw Y is different from the negation of Y sw X. 
Definition 2.6 (RC&). If LO(X) and LO(Y), X <,., Y if and only if X + 1 $,, Y. 
Lemma 2.7 (RC&). Zf WO(Y), LO(Z), and Z <_, Y then Y & Z. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3. Cl 
We have the vocabulary to discuss comparability of well orderings, but RCA, 
lacks the appropriate axiomatic strength. For example, RCA0 can not prove the 
converse of Lemma 2.7. To state the situation more succinctly, we introduce the 
following notation. 
Definition 2.8 (RC&). Let CWO denote the statement that any two countable 
well orderings are strongly comparable. More formally, CWO denotes 
(WO(X) A WO( Y))-+ (X ss Y v Y + X). 
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WCWO denotes the weak comparability analogue, formally, 
(WO(X) A WO(Y))+ (X SW Y v Y SW X). 
Any reasonably developed theory of countable well orderings should include 
both CWO and WCWO. A precise indication of the strength of CWO is given by 
the following theorem of reverse mathematics. 
Theorem 2.9 (RC&). The following are equivalent: 
(i) AT&. 
(ii) (WO(X) h Y G X) implies Y =SS X. 
(iii) CWO. 
Proof. To prove that (i) implies (ii), we will work in AT&. Let X be a well 
ordering and YE X. We must construct a bijection witnessing that Y + X. For 
i E field(Y), let f3(n, 2’) be the arithmetical formula stating that 12 is in the field of 
X and Zi codes an order preserving bijection from { y E field(Y) : y cyi} onto 
{x E field(X) :x cx n}. By Lemma 2.4, Y is a well ordering. Thus, ATR, implies 
32 &(Y, Z). Let f : Y- Z be the injection defined by 
f(i) = n f-, (n, i) E z. 
Easy arguments show that f is order preserving, has all of Y as its domain, and 
has an initial segment of X as its range. In other words, f witnesses Y + X. 
To show that (ii) implies (iii), let X and Y be well orderings. Let Z =X + Y. 
Since Y is a subset of Z, (ii) implies that Y + Z. Let f be the bijection mapping Y 
onto an initial segment of Z. If the initial segment is contained in X, then f 
witnesses Y cs X. Otherwise, f-’ witnesses X6, Y. This yields CWO. 
A direct reversal of CWO to AT& is given in [13]. Alternatively, note that 
CWO implies WCWO and append the proof that WCWO implies ATR, from the 
next section. 0 
The following easy corollary is the first half of the main result. 
Corollary 2.10 (RCAJ. ATR, implies WCWO. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.9, ATR, implies CWO. Clearly, CWO implies 
wcwo. cl 
The remainder of the main result is the converse of Corollary 2.10. It is 
tempting to show that WCWO implies CWO and then invoke Simpson’s proof 
that CWO implies ATR,,. However, any such proof seems to require a proof of 
statement (ii) of Theorem 2.9 using only WCWO. There is no readily apparent 
direct proof of this implication. Consequently, we are forced to carry out a more 
delicate proof, which is presented in the next section. 
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3. The reversal 
In this section, the main result, Theorem 3.21, is proved. The intervening 
material consists of a proof that WCWO implies increasingly stronger statements, 
culminating in ATR,,. In subsection 3.1, we show that WCWO implies AC&. 
The next subsection proves that WCWO implies that no infinite descending chain 
of well orderings exists. This implication can be translated into the statement hat 
WCWO implies &AC,,. The translation is carried out in subsection 3.5, using 
machinery developed in subsections 3.3 and 3.4. One more application of 
WCWO yields AT&, and the main result follows immediately. 
3.1. AC& 
This subsection’s goal is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 (RCA,,). WCWO implies AC&. 
Proof. We will work in RC&. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove that the 
range of an arbitrary injection exists, using WCWO. Let g : N+ N be an 
injection, with an infinite range. First, we will construct two countable well 
orderings, X and Y, each A: definable in g. 
The field of X is a subset of N3, the set of all (codes for) ordered triples. 
field(X) = {(n, t, m) E N: (t = m = 0) v (g(t) = n A m s t)}. 
Lexicographical order is imposed on X. Using induction for Zy formulas, one can 
prove in RCA, that X is well ordered. 
The field of Y is N. The ordering on Y is the usual ordering on N, with the 
following single exception. For all y E field(Y), y cv 0, so 0 is designated as a 
largest element. Clearly, RCA0 proves that Y is a well ordering. 
Applying WCWO to X and Y, we must have either X G,,, Y or Y <w X. 
Another argument using induction for 2: formulas eliminates Y sw X as a 
possibility. Let f denote the order preserving map from X into Y. Since range(g) 
is infinite, 0 is not in range(f). If g(t) = y, then for all m s t, f((y, t, m)) < 
f((y + 1, 0, 0)). Thus, 
y E range(g) * 3 cf((y + LO, 0)) g(t) = y. 
Since range(g) is A’j definable in f and g, range(g) exists. 0 
Throughout the following subsections, Theorem 3.1 is invoked implicitly. That 
is, in the presence of WCWO, arithmetical comprehension will be applied 
without specific reference to Theorem 3.1. 
3.2. Indecomposable well orderings 
In this subsection, we will prove strong versions of transitivity for the cw 
relation. However, these statements will be restricted to a class of well-behaved 
well orderings which we now define. 
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Definition 3.2 (RC&). Let X be a well ordering. A final segment of X is a 
subordering of the form {x E X :x >x y } for some y E X. X is an indecomposable 
well ordering if for every final segment Y of X, we have X cw Y. 
The most useful property of indecomposable well orderings is given in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 (RCA,,). Suppose X is an indecomposable well ordering and X -=& 
Y+Z. ThenX<,YorX<,.,Z. 
Proof. Let X be as stated and let f be an order preserving injection of X + 1 into 
Y + Z. If f maps X into Y, the proof is complete. Otherwise, for some x0 E X, 
f&J E Z. Since f is order preserving, f maps X0 + 1 into Z, where X0 = 
{x E X :x >x x0} is a final segment of X. The ordering X is indecomposable, so 
X + X,,, and by composing injections, we have X + 1 &. Z. 0 
The following lemma gives the first strong version of transitivity for <w on 
indecomposable well orderings. Perhaps the primary importance of Lemma 3.4 is 
its use in the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
Lemma 3.4 (WCWO). Suppose X0, X1, . . . , X, are indecomposable well order- 
ings such that X0 BW X1 >W. . . >W X,. Then X, >W X,. 
Proof. Let X0, X1, . . . , X, be as in the hypothesis. As a notational convenience, 
let yi = X,+l + Xi for i < k, and let Yk = X,. Consider the two well orderings 
L = $0 yi and R = ($ Xi) + 1. 
By WCWO, either R sW L or L sW R. 
First, we will eliminate the possibility that R c,,, L. Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that h is an order preserving injection of R into L. For any well 
ordering X, let PX denote the least element of X. We will prove by induction that 
for all i < k, h(pXJ 2 p& For i = 0, the statement is trivial. Fix i < k and 
suppose h(pXi) 2 px, but h(pXi+,) < px+l. Then h witnesses that Xi cw Y::, that 
is, Xi <,,. X,+i + Xi. Since Xi is indecomposable, by Lemma 3.3, Xi sw Xi+* or 
Xi <w Xi. Either case contradicts Lemma 2.7. Thus h(pXi+I) >PI$+~, 
completing the proof of the induction clause. By 2: induction, we have that 
h(C1X,) 2 pYk. Thus h witnesses that X, + 1 +,X,, contradicting Lemma 2.3. 
Thus, R & L. 
By our previous argument, we must have L sW R. Let g be an order preserving 
injection of L into R. We will show that for each i, g maps Y into Xi. 
First, we will show that for each i s k, g(px) 2 ~Xi. Suppose the contrary and, 
using 2: induction, find the least integer j such that g(,uY$ < clx,. Clearly, j can 
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not be 0, and both &y-i) and g(py) are in X,-i. Thus, g witnesses that 
q_i cw Xi-17 contradicting Lemma 2.7. So, for all i G k, g(pI$a lux,. 
Now we will show that for each i s k, g(yI) c Xi. Suppose the contrary and, 
using g induction, let i be the greatest integer less than or equal to k such that 
g(q) & Xi. Clearly, i can not be k, and, since g(pl$) 2 PXj and g(py+,) E Xj+r, g 
must map a final segment of q into Xj+i. But y = Xj+i + Xj and Xj is 
indecomposable, SO g witnesses Xj cw Xj+i, contradicting Lemma 2.7. Thus, for 
each i s k, g(x) c Xi. 
By A: comprehension, we can decode from g a sequence of injections 
(gi:i 6 k) such that for each i, gi : yi+ Xi. Since, for each i, Y;: = Xi+1 + Xi, each 
gi can be restricted to a map from Xi+i + 1 into Xi. Composing these maps yields 
an order preserving injection of X, + 1 into X0. Cl 
The following lemma may be interpreted as another strong form of transitivity. 
As will be shown in Section 4, the statement is actually equivalent to .Z:-AC,, over 
AC&. Thus, this is a major step in the reversal. 
Lemma 3.5 (WCWO). There is no infinite descending sequence of indecom- 
posable well orderings. 
Proof. Assume WCWO, and suppose (Xi : i E N) is a sequence of indecom- 
posable well orderings such that for all i, X;: BW Xj+l. Let Y = Xi+i + Xi for each 
i E N. Consider the two well orderings 
L=cx and R= 
iskJ 
By WCWO, R +,,. L or L sW R. We will show that both cases lead to 
contradictions. 
First, suppose R c,,, L. Let h be an order preserving map from R into L. 
Imitating the first induction argument in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we can show 
that for all i, h(pXJ 2 ,uyi. Let k be the integer such that h maps the maximal 
element of R into Yk. Then h(pXk+,) < PY~+~, yielding the desired contradiction. 
Now suppose L sW R. Let g be an order preserving injection of L into R. 
We will show that for each i, g maps x into Xi. Imitating the second induction 
argument in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we can show that for each i E N, 
g(px) spXi. Suppose that for some i, there is a y E Y such that g(y) 4 ,uX~. 
Since for some i, g(pyI+J E Xi, by 2: induction there is a greatest k d j such that 
for some y E Y, g(y) E X,. Since Y = Xi+1 + Xi and Xi is indecomposable, 
Xi s,,, X,. But k >i, so by Lemma 3.4, X, <,,, Xi, contradicting Lemma 2.7. 
Thus, for each i E N, g(yI) E Xi. 
Using A: comprehension, we can decode from g a sequence of maps (gi : i E N) 
such that for each i, gj is an order preserving injection of X,+l + 1 into Xi. Let 
mi+l denote the maximal element of X,+r + 1. By A? comprehension we can 
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construct a sequence of elements (pi : i E N A i > 0) defined by 
xi+l = gOg1 * . ' gi-lgi(mi+l)* 
By 2: induction, for all i > 0, xi E X0, and xi+r <xi. This contradicts the 
hypothesis that X0 is well ordered. Thus L & R, and the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 0 
3.3. Kleene-Brouwer ordering 
This subsection explores the connection between well founded trees and well 
orderings. The connection is expressed in terms of Kleene and Brouwer’s method 
for deriving a linear ordering from a tree [9]. 
Deiinition 3.6 (RCA,,). For u and t in Seq, we say that u is less than ‘or equal to 
t in the Kleene-Brouwer ordering, denoted o sKB r, if either 
(1) ozr, or 
(ii) u lies to the left of t, formally, 
3j (a(j) < r(j) h Vi <j (u(i) = t(i))). 
Definition 3.7 (RCAc,). The Kleene-Brouwer ordering of a tree T is the set 
KFS(T)= {(a, z):u, ZETA us,t}. 
The following theorem of reverse mathematics connects well founded trees 
with well orderings. The notation WF(T) denotes the formula stating that T is 
well-founded. 
Theorem 3.8 (RCA,J. The folfowing are equivalent: 
(i) AC&. 
(ii) For any tree T 5 Seq, WF(T) t, WO(KB( T)). 
Proof. The proof that (i) implies (ii) is Lemma 1.3 in Chapter 5 of Simpson’s 
book [13]. The reversal consists of the following tree construction. 
To prove that (ii) implies (i), we will work in RCAo. Let f be an injection of N 
into N. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices to use (ii) to prove the existence of the range 
off. Let T E Seq be the tree of sequences u which satisfy the following five rules 
for all i such that 2i < lb(u). 
(1) u(2i + 1) = m + 1 implies f(m) = i. 
(2) u(2i + 1) = 0 implies Vt < lb(u) f (t) f i. 
(3) u(2i) E (0, l}. 
(4) u(2i) = 0 implies (lb(u) = 2i + 1 v u(2i + 1) # 0). 
(5) u(2i) = 1 implies (lb(u) = 2i + 1 v u(2i + 1) = 0). 
For each n E N, we now define a sequence a,, in T of length 2n + 2. For each 
i <n, if 3m < 2n (f(m) = i), then let u,(2i) = 0 and u,,(2i + 1) = m + 1. 
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Otherwise, let a,,(29 = 1 and a,,(2i + 1) = 0. It is not difficult to show that for 
each n E N, a,,,, sKB a,,. By (ii), we must have +NF(T). Let g be a function 
defining a path through T. Then for all i E N, i is in the range off if and only if 
g(2i) = 0. By A’: comprehension, the range off exists. 
It is noteworthy that the reversal uses only the single implication WF(T)-, 
WO(KB(T)). The converse, WO(KB(T))+ WF(T), is actually a theorem of 
RCA,,. •i 
The following operation maps well-founded trees to well-founded trees whose 
Kleene-Brouwer orderings are indecomposable well orderings. With Lemma 
3.10, this links the material of this subsection with the preceding subsection. 
Definition 3.9 (RCA). Let T be a tree. The explosion of T, denoted E(T), is the 
tree of all finite sequences of the form ((to, no), (tr, n,), . . . , (fk_-l, PQ_~)) such 
that (to, fi, . . . , tk--l) E T and for each i < k, nj E N. 
Lemma 3.10 (AC&). Zf T is a well-founded tree, then KFS(E(T)) is an 
indecomposable well ordering. 
Proof. Assume AC& and let T be a well founded tree. Any infinite path 
through E(T) would code an infinite path through T, so E(T) is also well 
founded. By Theorem 3.8, KB(E(T)) is a well ordering. 
To see that IUS(E(T)) is indecomposable, first note that the set of sequences of 
length 1 in E(T), namely {((t, n)) : (t) E T A n E N}, is unbounded in KB(E(T)). 
Thus, for every final segment of KB(E(T)), there is a b E N such that the final 
segment contains the set 
Let f : E(T)+ S be the injection defined by f( ( (to, Ito), . . . )) = ((to, no + b), . . . ). 
to show that f preserves the Kleene-Brouwer ordering, fix rl, r2 E E(T) such that 
ti Sxrj t2. If tr(0) = r2(0), then clearly, f(tr) sKB f(t2). Suppose ~~(0) # r2(0), 
and let ~~(0) = (ti, nI) and t2(0) = (t2, n2). Since tl cKB r2, (tr, ni) < (t2, n2). By 
the nature of the pairing function (recall that (i, j) = (i +j)2 + i), we have 
(ti, n, + b) < (t2, n2 + b). Thus, f(ri) <kBf(r2), completing the proof. Cl 
3.4. Wedge products 
This section uses Lemma 3.5 to prove a version of J?:-AC, disguised as a 
statement about trees. First, we need some terminology. 
Definition 3.11 (RCA,,). Let (T : i E N) be a sequence of trees. A wedge (of size 
k) for (T : i E N) is a sequence ( ro, rr, . . . , q-l) such that for all i <k, zi E q 
and lh(zi) = k - i. For j 3 k, we say the wedge (a,, ul, . . . , q) extends the 
wedge (ro,rl,..., r, ) if and only if for all i s k, q extends ri. The wedge 
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product of (E : i E N), denoted by rIiaO Z, is the tree of all finite sequences of the 
form (wO, wl, . . . , wk) such that (1) for each i, wi is a wedge for (K: i E N) of 
size i + 1, and (2) for every i < j < k, wi extends w,. 
Our goal is to use WCWO to show that from an infinite sequence of non-well 
founded trees, we may uniformly select a sequence of paths. The wedge product 
reduces the selection of a sequence of paths to section of a single path. 
Lemma 3.12 (RCA,). Let (T: i E N) be a sequence of trees. Then lWF(ni>o T) 
implies the existence of a sequence of functions (gi : i E N) such that for each i, gi is 
an infinite path through 7;.. 
Proof. Suppose lWF(ni,, T). Let f code an infinite path through rIiaO K. That 
is, f enumerates a sequence of wedges, each extending its predecessor. For each 
i E N, gi is defined by g;(n) = ((f (i + n))(i))(n). (Note that f (i + n) is a wedge, 
and (f (i + n))( ) i is a sequence in T.) The sequence (gi : i E N) is A: definable 
from f, and codes the desired paths. 0 
The converse of Lemma 3.12 is not provable in RCA,. Indeed, the converse is 
the desired tree analog of _Z:-AC,). The following argument is the main step 
between Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.15. 
Lemma 3.W (WCWO). 
Then lWF(~i,, ;rl). 
Let (K: i E N) be a sequence of non-well founded trees. 
Proof. Assume WCWO. Let (T: i E N) satisfy lWF(Z) for each i E N. We will 
assume that WF(ni,o Q, and derive a contradiction. 
Select a surjection h : N-, N such that each n E N appears infinitely often in the 
range of h. Consider the wedge products niaj Th(i) for j E N. Given an infinite 
path f through niaj Th(i), there is an infinite path through nia” T which is A: 
definable from f and h. Thus, for every j E N, we must have WF(ni, Th(i)). By 
Lemma 3.10 and Theorem 3.1, for each j E N, KB(E(&sj T,(i))) is an indecom- 
posable well ordering. 
Now we will show that for each j, 
I=($ G(i)>) >w KB(Ql 4). 
Let f define an infinite path through Thcj,. Let f [k + l] denote the (code for the) 
sequence consisting of the first k + 1 nodes on the path. We may regard a node of 
E(JJisj+i Th(i)) as a pair ((00, oi, . . . , uk), n) consisting of a wedge and an 
integer, and also as the integer code for that pair. Let g be the function mapping 
nodes of E(~i~ji+l T*(i)) into nodes of E(n,,j T/,(i)) defined by 
g((r, a)) = ((f [k + ll)- t, 1 + max{g(m) :m < (z, n)}), 
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where t is an abbreviation for the wedge (a,, o,, . . . , ok). Let g be the map 
from E(I”Iiaj+r Th(i)) into E(ni>j Th(i)) defined by 
g(o) = ((f(o), O))^(g(cr(i)):i<lh(cu)), 
where (Y E E(ni2j+1 Thuj) is a sequence of wedges. Easy arguments show that 
both g and g are well defined and A! definable from f, h, and (r : i E N). 
Furthermore, the use of the maximum function in g assures that g preserves the 
Kleene-Brouwer order. Thus, g witnesses that 
Summarizing, we have constructed a sequence of indecomposable well orderings 
such that each is weakly less than its predecessor. But this contradicts Lemma 
3.5, so we must have lWF(ni,, ?;), completing the proof. Cl 
3.5. Z:-AC, 
In this section, we show that WCWO implies the 2; axiom of choice. The Z: 
axiom of choice, denoted by J$-AC,,, is the scheme 
Vk 3X V(k, X)-, 3YVk V(k, (Y),), 
where w is any Zi formula and (Y), = {i: (i, k) E Y}. First, we must link 2; 
predicates with trees. 
Lemma 3.14 (AC&). Let v(k, X) be a Z: formula. Then there is a sequence of 
trees (T : i E N) such that for all k E N, g is a path through Tk if and only if 
q(k, X), where X = {n E N : 3jg(n) = (1, j)}. 
Proof. Assume ACAc,. Let t& be a 2: formula. By Lemma 1.4 of Chapter 5 of 
[13], we may assume that 3 is in Kleene normal form. That is, for some 
arithmetical formula O(k, m, n). 
Vk VX (W(k, X) c* 3f Vm 8(k, X[m], f [ml)). 
Here f ranges over total functions from N into N, f [m] denotes (f(i) : i < m), and 
X[m] denotes (X(m) : i < m), where X(m) is the characteristic function for the 
set X. 
For each k E N, let Tk be the tree of finite sequences of pairs ((n,, ji) :i Cm) 
such that 
Vf=smO(k, (ni:i<l), (ji:i<Z)). 
By ACA,,, the sequence of trees ( T : i E N) exists. 
To see that every path codes a set satisfying I$, fix k, and suppose that g codes 
a path through Tk. Let g, and g, represent the inverse pairing functions, so that 
for all n, g(n) = (g,(n), gl(n)). Then, by the definition of Tk, 
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Vm 0(k, go[m], gr[m]). Letting X = {m :g,(m) = l}, by the choice of 0, we have 
+(k X). 
To prove that every set satisfying I/I has a corresponding path, fix k, and 
suppose that v(k, X). By the choice of 0, for some f, Vm O(k, X[m],f[m]). 
Let g be the function defined by g(m) = (X(m), f(m)). Then g codes a path 
through Tk. 0 
Finally, we can conclude the efforts of the last three subsections. 
Theorem 3.15 (RCAJ. WCWO implies E:-AC,. 
Proof. Assume WCWO. Let I/ be a 2; formula such that Vk 3Xq(k, X). Let 
(T : i E IV) be the sequence of trees provided by Lemma 3.14. For each k E N, 
3X q(k, X) so lWF(T,). By Lemma 3.13, -WF(&,, ?;:). By Lemma 3.12, there 
is a sequence of functions (gi: i E N) such that for each k, g, is an infinite path 
through Tk. By the construction of the trees and A: comprehension, there is a 
sequence of sets (Xi :i E N) such that for each k, q(k, X,). By A: comprehe- 
nsion, there is a set Y such that for all k, (Y)k = X,. Thus Vk v(k, (Y)k), and so, 
_+AC, holds. Cl 
3.6. The main result 
The final step in the reversal is relatively straightforward. However, it does rely 
on the following tree construction, which was used in Friedman’s original reversal 
of CWO. The notation below is taken directly from Simpson [13]. 
Definition 3.12 (RCAJ. If X and Y are countable linear orderings, the double 
descent tree T(X, Y) is the set of all finite sequences of the form 
((ma, Q), (ml, nr), . . . , (mk, h)) 
such that 
mo>xml>x-~->xmk and nO>YnI>Y...>Ynk. 
We will write X * Y for KES(T(X, Y)). 
The reversal uses the following three facts about double descent trees. 
Lemma 3.17 (RCAJ. Zf WO(X), LO(Y), and TWO(Y), then X sw X * Y and 
xs, Y *x. 
Proof. Suppose WO(X), LO(Y), and TWO(Y). Let f : N+ Y enumerate an 
infinite descending sequence in Y. Define g : X + X * Y by g(x) = o if and only if 
o is the least element in the Kleene-Brouwer ordering on T(X, Y) such that 
a(lh(a) - 1) = (x, f(lh(a) - l)), and for all i < lb(a), a(i) = (n, m) implies f(i) = 
m. To see that g is order preserving, suppose that x2 cxxI and g(xr) = cr. Then 
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g(x2) sKB 0 -((x2, f(W))) <KB ~7 = g(q). To prove that Xs, Y *X, reverse 
the order of all the ordered pairs in the preceding proof. 0 
Lemma 3.18 (RC&). Zf WO(X), WO(Y), and Xs, Y, then Xc, X * Y and 
X6, Y*X. 
Proof. Suppose WO(X), WO(Y), and XC, Y. Let f be an order preserving 
injection of X into Y. Define g :X --,X * Y by g(x) = o if and only if u is the least 
element in the Kleene-Brouwer ordering on T(X, Y) such that a(lh(a - 1) = 
(x, f(x)) and for all i <lb(a), there is some n E X such that a(i) = (n, f(n)). To 
see that g is order preserving, suppose that x2 <*x1 and g(xJ = u. Then 
g(x2) ~KB”-((X2~f(X2))) <KB ~=g(xl)* 
To prove that X =& Y *X, reverse the order of the ordered pairs in the preceding 
proof. •i 
Lemma 3.19 (AC&). Let X be a countable well ordering. Let Y be a countable 
linear ordering. Then WO(X * Y) and WO( Y * X). 
Proof. Assume AC& and let X and Y be as given. Suppose that lWO(X * Y). 
By Theorem 3.8, iWF(T(X, Y)). However, any infinite path through T(X, Y) 
codes an infinite descending sequence in X, contradicting WO(X). Thus 
WO(X * Y). A similar argument yields WO(Y * X). Cl 
Now we have assembled all the tools necessary for the final step of reversal. 
Theorem 3.20 (RCAJ. WCWO implies AT&. 
Proof. Assume WCWO. By Theorem 1.3, it suffices to prove the 2: separation 
principle. Let qO(n) and q,(n) be 2: formulas such that Vn (l&(n) v lqi(n)). 
By Lemma 3.14, we can find two sequences of trees, ( Ty : j E N) and (T,! : j E N), 
such that for each i E N and each i =S 1, iwF( 7’;) c* &(j). By Theorem 3.8, for 
each i E I?J and each i =S 1, WO(KB(Tj)) elt/~~(Z). 
Fix Z. If &(Z), then lWO(KB(T;)), ?Ui), and WO(KB(T;)). In this case, 
by Lemma 3.17, we have KB(T,‘) 6w KB(Ty) * KB(T;). Futhermore, by Lemma 
3.19, WO(KB( T;) * KB( T;)), and so by Lemma 2.4, KB(TF) &KB(Ty)* 
KB( T;). Similarly, if t/G), then KB(T$ cw KB(Ty) * KB(T:) and 
KB(T,‘) =&_ KES(T$ *KB(T;). If both -U/J,,(~) and lW1(i), then WO(KB(Ty)) and 
WO(KB(T;)). By WCWO, these ordinals are comparable. Thus, by Lemma 
3.18, either KB(T;) <,.,KB(Ty)*KB(T,‘), or KB(T;) <,,,KB(Ty)*KB(T,‘). 
Let @(Z, X) be the 2’: formula stating that either 
(i) 0 r$ X and X codes an order preserving injection of KB( Ty) into KB( Ty) * 
KB(T,‘), or 
(ii) 0 E X and X codes an order preserving injection of KB(T,‘) into KB(Ty) * 
KB( T;). 
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By the argument in the preceding paragraph, Vj 3X @(j, X). By Theorem 3.15, 
we may apply J5:-AC0 to find a Y such that Vk @(k, (Y),J. By AC& we may 
define Z by Z = {n E N : 0 E (Y)n}. If &(j), then KB(Ty) & KB(Ty) * KB(Tj), 
so 0 E Y, and n E Z. If q,(j), then KB(T,‘) &,KB(Ty) *KB(T,‘), so 0 4 Y, and 
IZ 4 Z. Thus, Z is the desired separating set. q 
The main result of the paper simply concatenates the results of Section 2 and 
Section 3. 
Theorem 3.21 (RCA,J. The following are equivalent: 
(i) AT&. 
(ii) WCWO. 
Proof. Corollary 2.10 states that (i) implies (ii). Theorem 3.20 states that (ii) 
implies (i). 0 
4. Comments on the reversal 
A close examination of the proof of Theorem 3.20 shows that every lemma 
invoked is provable using only ACA,, and E:-ACo. In [lo], Simpson points out 
that o together with the hyperarithmetic sets form a model of ACAo + z:-AC, 
which is not a model of AT&. Thus, the only use of the full strength of WCWO 
in the reversal is the explicit use in the proof of Theorem 3.20. 
The next two theorems further emphasize the close connection between the 
transitive properties of Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, and z’:-AC$. First, we show 
that finite transitivity is equivalent to a finite version of z:-ACo. (Note that the 
equivalence is proved over ACA,, rather than RC&. It is not clear that this use 
of AC& can be eliminated.) 
Theorem 4.1 (ACAo). The following are equivalent: 
(i) (Bounded z:-ACJ F or any Z: formula W, and any b E N, 
Vk < b 3X~(k, X)+ 3Y Vk < b W(k, (Y)J. 
(ii) Let (Xi : i G b) be a sequence of well orderings such that for all i < b, 
xi ‘w xi+l. Then X0 >W X,. 
(iii) Let (Xi : i s b ) be a sequence of indecomposable well orderings such that 
for all i <b, Xi BW Xi+l. Then X0 BW X,. 
Proof. Assume AC&. To show that (i) implies (ii), let (Xi: i s b) be as in the 
statement of (ii). Let q(k, f) be the 2: formula formalizing “f is an order 
preserving injection of X,,, + 1 into X,.” Then Vk < b 3XW(k, X). By (i), 
3Y Vk < b q(k, (Y),). Thus, by A: comprehension, there is a sequence of maps 
(5 :i <b) such that J is an order preserving injection of Xi+l + 1 into Xi. By A: 
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comprehension, the injection f defined by f(x) =$J, - - - fb_-1(x) exists. This f 
witnesses that X, cw X0. 
Clearly, (ii) implies (iii). The proof that (iii) implies (i) is a variation on the 
proofs of Lemma 3.13 and Theorem 3.15. Fix V/J and b as in (i). By Lemma 3.14, 
there is an infinite sequence of trees (q : i E N) such that g is a path through I& if 
and only if g codes a set X such that ~(k, X), where k is congruent to i modulo 
b. Consider the sequence of orderings (Xi: i G b), where Xi = KB(E(nj~i T)). 
Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3.13, if X0 is well ordered, then for each 
i 6 b, Xi is an indecomposable well ordering. Furthermore, for each i < b, 
xi >W xi+10 So by (iii), x0 >w X,. But X0 is X,, contradicting Lemma 2.7. Thus 
X0 is not well founded. The desired set Y is defined from a path through To 
exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.15. 0 
Not surprisingly, the ‘infinite transitivity’ of Lemma 3.5 is equivalent to full 
x:-AC, over AC&, as stated below. This theorem shows that the manipulation 
in subsections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 is mainly definition juggling. That is, the 
conclusion of Theorem 3.15 has the same logical content as Lemma 3.5. 
Theorem 4.2 (AC&). The following are equivalent: 
(i) &ACo. 
(ii) There is no infinite descending sequence of well orderings. 
(iii) There is no infinite descending sequence of indecomposable well orderings. 
Proof. Assume AC&. To prove that (i) implies (ii), suppose Z:-ACo holds, but 
(Xi:i E N) is a sequence of well orderings such that for all i E N, Xi BW X,+1. 
Then by _Z:-AC,, there is a sequence of injections (5 : i E IQ) such that for each i, 
fi :Xi+l + 14 Xi is order preserving. By A: comprehension, we can define the 
sequence (Xi : i E N) where Xi = fofi * - .$(max(X,+l + 1)). By g induction, for 
each i, xi E X0 and xi >x, x~+~, contradicting WO(X). 
Clearly, (ii) implies (iii). The proof that (iii) implies (i) is essentially the proof 
of Theorem 3.15. The only application of WCWO in that proof is in invoking 
Lemma 3.13, which can be derived from (iii). 0 
5. Related results 
This section contains results which further emphasize the difference between 
strong comparability and weak comparability. The first theorem states a simple 
result for strong comparability. 
Theorem 5.1 (RC&). Zf WO(X) and WO(Y), then X<, Y A Y =& X implies 
x = Y. 
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Proof. Suppose that f is an order preserving bijection of X onto an initial 
segment of Y and g is an order preserving bijection of Y onto an initial segment 
of X. By way of contradiction, suppose range(g) is a proper initial segment of X. 
Then g(f(-)) is an order preserving injection of X into a proper initial segment of 
itself, contradicting Lemma 2.3. Thus, range(g) = X, so X = Y. 0 
When strong comparability is replaced by weak comparability in the statement 
of Theorem 5.1, the result can no longer be proved in RCA,,. 
Theorem 5.2 (RC&). The following are equivalent: 
(i) ATR,,. 
(ii) Zf WO(X) and WO( Y), then (X <W Y A Y +., X)+X = Y. 
Proof. To show that (i) implies (ii), we will work in AT&. Suppose X6, Y and 
Y cw X. Let f be an order preserving injection of X into Y. Then range (f) is a 
subset of Y. By Theorem 2.9(ii), there is an order preserving map g of range(f) 
onto an initial segment of Y. If this is a proper initial segment, then using 
Y G,,, X, we can construct an order preserving injection of X into a proper initial 
segment of itself, contradicting Lemma 2.3. Thus, f composed with g is the 
desired bijection. 
To prove the reversal, working in RC&, we will use (ii) to prove WCWO. Let 
X and Y be countable well orderings. Let Z, and Z2 be the orderings defined by 
z,= c (x+Y) and Z2= c (Y+X). 
neN nsN 
Since Z1 =X + Z2 and Z2 = Y + Z,, Z1 SW Z2 and Z2 6w Z,. By (ii), Z, = Z2. 
Let f be an order preserving bijection of Z1 onto Z2. Let y be the least element of 
the first copy of Y in Z1. Let X1 be the first copy of X in Z, and Y1 be the first 
copy of Y in Z2. If f(y) E Y1, then f restricted to X1 witnesses X sw Y. If 
f(y) 4 YI, then f -’ restricted to Y1 witnesses Y sw X. Thus, WCWO holds, and 
AT& follows by Theorem 3.20. 0 
Even special cases of statement (ii) of the preceding theorem often require 
more than RCA,, for their proof. Here is a nice example. 
Theorem 5.3 (RCAJ. The following are equivalent: 
(i) AC&. 
(ii) (N<,XAXG,N)+X=N. 
Proof. To show that (i) implies (ii), we will work in AC&. Suppose N s,,, X and 
Xs, N. Let T be the tree of finite sequences from X, (xi: i c k), which satisfy 
the following two rules: 
(1) i < j implies xi <x xi. 
(2) If x < k and x cK xk then for some i < k, x = xi. 
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An easy argument using X cw N shows that T is finitely branching. Since fV 6,,, X, 
T must be infinite. By K&rig’s lemma (which is equivalent to AC& [5]), T has an 
infinite path. Such a path codes the desired bijection. 
For the reversal, we work in RCA,,. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices to use (ii) to 
prove the existence of the range of an arbitrary injection. Let f : N + N be an 
injection. We define a well ordering X as follows. The field of X is 
{(m, n) :f(m) = n}. The ordering on X is 
(m,n)<,(j,k)++n<k. 
The map g :X+ N defined by g((m, n)) = n witnesses that X sw N. To show that 
fV $,X, we define a map h by recursion. Let h(0) = (0, f(0)). Define x,,+~ by 
x,,+i = (pk > h(n))[f(k) > h(n)]. For IZ 2 0, let h(n + 1) = (x,+~, f(x,,+i)). Then h 
is an order preserving injection of N into X. By (ii), there is an order preserving 
bijection between X and N. This is actually a strictly increasing enumeration of 
range(f). By A:. Comprehension, the range off exists. 0 
As shown in this section, weak and strong analogs of comparability theorems 
need not be equivalent over RC&. Even when they are equivalent, proof of the 
equivalence may be nontrivial, as exemplified by the case of CWO and WCWO. 
In closing, we present a theorem on sequences of well orderings, and a related 
open question. 
Theorem 5.4 (RCA,,). The following are equivalent: 
(i) ATRc,. 
(ii) Let (Xi : i E N) be a sequence of well orderings. Then there is an infinite 
subsequence (Xi, : j E N) such that for all j E N, Xi, cS Xi,,,. 
(iii) Let (Xi : i E N) be a sequence of well orderings. Then for some i #j, 
Xi us Xj. 
Proof. To show that (i) implies (ii), assume ATR,, and let (Xi: i E N) be a 
sequence of well orderings. For each i, j E N, either Xi + Xi, or Xi >s Xi, where 
Xi >s Xj denotes Xj + 1 ss Xi. TO see this, suppose that Xi & Xi. By Theorem 
2.9, CWO holds, SO Xi + Xi. Since Xi #s Xi, the map witnessing Xj ss Xi is not 
onto, and may be extended to a witness for Xi >s Xi. To complete the argument, 
apply J$-ACo, to find a function f : [N] ‘+= 2 such that for i <j, f (i, j) = 0 if 
Xi ss Xi, and f (i, j) = 1 if Xi >s Xi. Now AT& proves Ramsey’s theorem for 
pairs ([81, P31), so there is an infinite homogeneous set H for f. By an argument 
similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5, f ([HI’) = 0. Thus, (Xi : i E H) is the desired 
subsequence. 
Clearly, (ii) implies (iii). To prove that (iii) implies (i), we may use (iii) to 
prove CWO and then invoke Theorem 2.9. Assume (iii) and let X and Y be well 
orderings. For each n E N, let 2, = (Ci<n X) + Y. By (iii), for some i, j E N, some 
injection f witnesses Zi cs Zj. If j < i, then f maps the j + 1st copy of X in Zi into 
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an initial segment of the copy of Y in Zj, witnessing X cs Y. Suppose i <j. If f 
maps the copy of Y in Zi into the i + 1st copy of X in Z,, then f witnesses that 
Y Go X. Otherwise, the inverse off maps the i + 1st copy of X in Zj into the copy 
of Y in Zi, witnessing that X ss Y. q 
Obviously, the weak comparability analogs of parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 5.4 
are provable in AT&. However, no reversal has been found for either statement. 
If reversals exist, they probably require arguments as substantially different from 
the proof of Theorem 5.4 as the reversal of WCWO is from that of CWO. 
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